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CAC

Overview
Samsung’s single split unit is a smart choice for conserving both 
running costs and energy consumption. This economical outdoor 
unit employs advanced technologies to minimize waste and improve 

provides outstanding cooling and heating performance.

•  Decrease energy consumption 
by up to 50 percent with a digital inverter system featuring an 
economical mode.

•  Weather severe temperatures 
dependably and maximize comfort with wide temperature 
allowance. 

CAC Single 3

Free Joint Multi 7

Indoor Units 10

Legal and additional information 49 des outstanding cooling and heating performance.
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CAC 

Maintain optimal comfort and control with energy- Up to 50 percent less energy use
After reaching the set temperature, the digital inverter air 

the digital inverter saves up to 50 percent in energy consumption 
compared to non-inverter air conditioners.

Multi-unit operation
Instead of connecting just one indoor unit, users can connect 
two, three or four indoor units with a single outdoor unit for more 

controlled simultaneously as one cycle within the same mode via 
one remote controller for up to four rooms. This system is ideal for 

shops. 
heating with minimal electricity consumption, which means 
real cost savings and less energy waste. The EU has established 
new regulations to drastically cut the power consumption of air 

EU is introducing an improved energy labeling system to provide 
consumers a better idea of how much electricity their units 
consume.

Nordic CAC
Enhanced heating performance

Ensure supreme comfort with upgraded heating and 
reliable performance 

performance in cooler temperatures. And with its extended range, it 
also supports optimal cooling for comfort in warmer climates.

High-performance heating

in low temperatures, providing users comfortable, consistent 
warmth in frigid environments. It reinforces heating performance 

Wide range of operation

performance, but it also provides exceptional cooling with its 
°C to 

50°C °C °C for 
indoor comfort all-year-round.

Feature upgrades
The following improvements have been made to optimize the unit’s 

•  To prevent water condensation from freezing, a 

•  To prevent damage from snow drifts, the cabinet 
grid size has been increased, while the vertical grid size is two 
times larger.
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Conventional

Heating
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Outdoor Unit 
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CAC Single
Superior performance 

Stabilize the atmosphere with broad temperature 
allowance and control 

environments based on the strength of its technologies. With a 

multiple areas to ensure a pleasant atmosphere in any climate.

Wide temperature performance

Single can handle the condition—without the need for an additional 
unit. Featuring a wide temperature allowance, it can cool in heat of 

a constant and comfortable home environment.

capacity at startup. As soon as the temperature reaches the desired 

ideal comfort in a matter of minutes.

Fast cooling and heating

and 50 percent faster heating for a more comfortable ambiance 
without the long wait.

and heating. With one remote controller, users can simultaneously 
operate the indoor units in up to four rooms as one cycle within the 

Versatile piping installation

internal pipe connection ports allow four different pipe directions, 

Free Joint Multi

Experience ultimate comfort at home or work with 

FJM is a perfectly optimized cooling system for residences and 
smaller buildings with limited installation space. Its lightweight, 
small-scale build and one-button auto-addressing enable easy, low-

The Samsung FJM system air conditioner delivers optimal comfort, 

• 
high-performance compressor technology.

•  Ease installation and minimize effort with a 
small footprint and one-button auto-addressing.

•  

sound insulation.

Uncomfortable
(Energy Loss)

Comfortable

Uncomfortable
(Energy Loss)

25 C

24 C

23 C

Non-inverter

Steady Temperature Fluctuation

High Temperature Fluctuation

(Min.) 25

27

29

31

10

14

22

18

26

15%
Faster

50%
Faster

N
on-inverter

N
on-inverter

27’ 21”

31’ 24”

17’ 41”

27’ 24”

HeatingCooling

Time to Heat from 8oC to 20oCTime to Cool from 33oC to 25oC

Single outdoor unit for 5 Indoor units
Free Joint Multi
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Free Joint Multi
High performance

Drive higher performance with unmatched stability

compressor technology. With its smart compressor design and 
premium moving parts, the FJM air conditioning system delivers 
balanced performance for high reliability and FJM fully complies 

Smooth performance

performance. Its stable twin eccentric cams and two balance 

bearings, as well as premium matching rollers and vanes, produce a 
high degree of stability and durability. 

Enjoy minimal noise levels for maximum comfort 
With its superior insulation and low vibration, FJM offers a 
comforting environment undisturbed by bothersome noise levels 
typical of standard air conditioning systems. Residents can enjoy 
a more restful night and employees can increase focus levels with 
less disturbance. 

Double-layered sound insulation material fully covers the 

Sine Wave Controller
All Samsung FJM models have adopted a newly developed Sine 

Free Joint Multi
Easy installation and low noise level

Streamline installation with a compact design and 
automated operation
The FJM’s compact design means that it can be easily incorporated 
into a variety of professional and residential situations, with the 

results in minimal disruption to the day-to-day activities of busy 
companies.

than ever.

Neat and simple

neat.

Maintain optimal comfort and control with energy 

Featuring a suite of energy-optimizing technologies, Samsung 

Creative motor core design
High density neodymium magnet
Concentrated type stator

Optimal material matching 
    rollers and vanes

Coated vane
Coated shaft

Twin eccentric cams
Conventional

New

Highly Stable Moving Parts

Extremely Low Vibration

Current
Wave

Torque
Ripple

New Sine Wave Controller Conventional Square Wave Controller
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Cassette Type 11

 360 Cassette 12
 4Way Cassette S  14

 Slim 1Way Cassette 22
 2Way Cassette 25

Ducted Type 28

 Duct S 29
 Slim Duct 33
 MSP Duct 34
 HSP Duct 35
 Outdoor Air Processing Duct 36

Wall Mount Type 37

Console Type 39

Ceiling Type 40

Concealed Floor Standing 42

DVM S Hydro Unit 43

 P Series (Maldives) 44
 ERV/ERV Plus 45

Cassette Type

Experience ultimate comfort at home or work with 
powerful yet economical performance

advanced technologies to offer optimized comfort and pleasure. 

Wide blades in the indoor unit deliver cool or warm air at greater 
distance to provide even cooling and heating throughout the room.

Ceiling dust prevention
The newly designed panel controls air direction in a way to avoid 
contact with the ceiling. This smart design prevents dust from 

the interior space cleaner than ever. 

Convenient setup

Fresh air intake

to provide a cleaner, more energizing room atmosphere. 

Multi-room cooling
A Sub Duct enables the same air conditioner unit to cool an 
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360 Cassette 

All round cooling and comfort

staying comfortably cool in every corner of the room. Its innovative 

in all directions, so that the whole room is the same temperature*. 
And its bladeless outlet ensures that cool air is gently dispersed, 

360 Cassette 

Comfortably cool, not cold

you comfortably cool without feeling a cold draft**. With no blades 

farther.

Its innovative circular design can match a multitude of interior 

beautifully.

Spreads more air in more ways

lower angles. It creates a low pressure area around the outlet, so 
that cool air comes out parallel to the ceiling and disperses across a 
wider area.

All round simpler & intuitive control
Intuitively control its performance and see where the air is going. 

direction.

cool air in all directions, so every corner of a room is the same 
temperature**.

Conventional 360 Cassette

o
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4Way Cassette S
 

Stage a beautiful yet comfortable environment

clean, aesthetically appealing atmosphere and adds a sense of 

attractively designed, but it also uses advanced technologies to 
optimize comfort in any environment. 

•  Add panache to interior spaces with 
a choice of clean, streamlined panel patterns in a lightweight 
build.

• 

performance. 

•  Ease installation 
and minimize maintenance with a detachable, no-drip design.

4Way Cassette S
Stylishly clean design

Complement any interior with a sleek, lightweight 
design

in a choice of patterns with a simple panel to better match the 

appearance.

Aesthetic panel and display

display design with rounded corners adds a chic sophistication to 
the interior.

Neat and clean design

the indoor unit clean by preventing dust or other foreign substances 
from entering it. The internal parts of the indoor unit are also out of 
sight when the blade is shut, thus improving the unit’s appearance.

percent lighter than conventional products.

Power Defrost Time Clean

Classic Pattern

Conventional4Way Cassette S

29kg

40%

17kg
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4Way Cassette S

superior control

technology for a healthier atmosphere.

Quick cooling and heating

Using only the remote controller, operators can achieve optimum 
fan speed for high ceilings without adjusting the dual inline 

speed adjustment function evenly distributes cool and warm air 

cooling. With the remote controller, users can individually set the 
opening angles of the four blades at the same angle or different 

The aerodynamically designed Turbo Fan minimizes blade 

provide evenly distributed extreme cooling and heating from four 
separate outlets so the entire room cools down or warms up faster. 

practical design of the blades minimizes blind spots at the corners 

Users can sanitize indoor air with the optional Virus Doctor for a 

generates active hydrogen and oxygen ions to eliminate airborne 
contaminants, completely eradicate airborne bacteria and allergens, 

Covers 360O

4Way Cassette S
Low maintenance and simple installation

and maintenance for the ultimate in convenience, comfort and 
performance. 

Drip-free operation

water level, eliminating the worry and hassle of water stagnation or 

Easy leveling and installation

Simple cleanup

means users don’t need to remove the entire panel to clean the 

Check valve:
Prevents drain water
from reversing

W

H

Minimizes
Remaining
Drain Water
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powerful AC system

in a variety of patterns to complement any interior. The stylish 
cassette unit visually harmonizes with the indoor space, while 

and practical air conditioning solution.

provides high-performance heating and cooling in an elegant 

• 
polished ambiance with a discreetly sized design and a choice of 
attractive panel patterns.

• 
with optional motion detection. 

•  Ease installation and 

robust performance. 

conditioner features a selection of simple panel patterns to blend 

blends effortlessly and beautifully into any décor, while clever blade 

Attractive panel and display

a simple, beveled corner design. The rounded panel frame promotes 

ambience.

Ultra-compact size

helps minimize installation time and effort.  

Conventional4Way Casseette S (Interior)

17kg11kg

Classic Patterm
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Enhanced comfort control

motion-controlled operation 

added comfort control and energy savings by providing just the 

Smart on/off function
Energy-saving MDS detects when individuals are absent from 
the area and automatically stops the air conditioning operation. 
It also automatically sets operation patterns to create the perfect 

cooling. With the remote controller, users can individually set the 
opening angles of the four blades at the same angle or different 

Users can sanitize indoor air with the optional Virus Doctor for a 

generates active hydrogen and oxygen ions to eliminate airborne 
contaminants, completely eradicate airborne bacteria and allergens, 

The innovative MDS prevents the indoor unit from distributing 

the difference of thermal sensation in the body by detecting the 

Power ON Power OFF

23oC

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.2

D
is

ch
ar

ge
d 

ai
r s

pe
ed

 (m
/s

)

Virus Doctor Kit
(optional)

Easy leveling and installation

practical design of the blades minimizes blind spots at the corners 

Covers 360O

Check valve:
Prevents drain water
from reversing

W

H

Minimizes
Remaining
Drain Water

Neat and Clean Design

blade structure prevents dust and other foreign substances from 

unit are out of sight when the blade is shut, further improving the 
unit’s appearance.

and maintenance for the ultimate in convenience, comfort and 
performance. 

Drip-free operation

water level, eliminating the worry and hassle of water stagnation or 
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Slim 1Way Cassette 
Discreet style and performance

Enhance any environment with the best of air 
conditioning performance and sleek style

both practical and aesthetic needs with its simple design and 

ambiance. And its progressive design, including superior blade 
technology, delivers high performance and easy management 
without compromise.

Visually appealing panel

with any interior. 

Slim and compact design

thinnest indoor air cooling unit. The compact, lightweight design 

performance and understated elegance, the unit blends seamlessly 
into interiors of all types and styles.  

Visually appealing panel
Discreet style and performance

comfort
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Slim and compact design
Discreet style and performance

Ease installation and maintenance with a slim and 
compact design

thinnest indoor air cooling unit. The compact, lightweight design 

These high-performing units are so discreet that they can easily 
blend into interiors of all types and styles. 

Lighter indoor unit

Air reaches every corner of the room.

2Way Cassette 

Equip even the narrowest of spaces with high-
performance cooling and heating

powerful cooling and heating performance in an instant for a 
pleasant environment.

•  Easily maintain a 

temperature control and self-diagnosis. 

• Reduce the time and effort of 

impeccably. 

Drain pan is included within the panel.

Make sure that there is 
enough installation space.
Allow at least 170mm for 
the installation.
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2Way Cassette 

Create a pleasant atmosphere and maintain it 
effortlessly

spaces. And maintaining such comfort levels is just as simple with 
optimum temperature control and self-diagnosis mode.

just the right air solution for long, narrow places such as corridors 

the interior design. 

Broad coverage

or warm air farther and wider throughout rectangular spaces with 
less noise. 

Optimized temperature control

temperature difference between the top and bottom of the space 
to maintain an ideal temperature. Users can set the temperature 
detection option on the indoor unit or with the optional remote 

Self-diagnosis mode
In the event of a malfunction, the indoor unit operates the self-

enabling users to easily resolve the problem.

the environment pleasant and comfortable.

A 

B  

• Average of (A+B): The average temperature

20OC

19OC 

18OC 

A 

B  

* The average temperature is set at 19OC

Dry PowerFilter Time

Display

Cross Flow Fans

20o

60o

Conventional2Way Cassette

2Way Cassette 

Reduce the hassle of installation with a compact size 
and adaptable design

setup for the ultimate in convenience, comfort and performance.

building design.

2Way CassetteConventional

230mm

890mm
575mm

45%
Decreased

600mm

305mm

1,180mm

600mm

600m
m

65
0m

m

1030mm

17kg

40%

29kg

Conventional2way Cassette
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Ducted Type 
 

Overview
Samsung Ducted Type air conditioning units are a smart solution for 
low-maintenance, consistent cooling and heating performance in 
any environment. Their compact, slim frame blends seamlessly into 
ceilings, enhancing the beauty of the interior space and affording 

lineup, Samsung Ducted Type air conditioning units offer just 

Smart pressure control
Samsung Ducted Type units feature a smart pressure control 
system. This system adjusts the fan speed based on the external 

power, regardless of the surrounding environment. 

Convenient installation

and convenient installation.

Duct S

Experience performance and convenient comfort for 
any weather condition
Samsung Duct S delivers unparalleled cooling and heating and 

climate—all year round. Plus, it boasts a slim, compact size and 
multiple access points for easy setup exactly where needed.

The Duct S indoor air conditioning unit delivers smooth, consistent 

• Stage the desired atmosphere with 

• 
air conditioning unit even while away, with features designed for 

•  Install and maintain even multiple units 
with a compact and easily accessible design. 
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Duct S

Deliver consistent cooling and heating with 
innovative operation for maximum comfort

temperature control and power. Its aerodynamic blade technology 

indoor climate for any situation.

The Samsung Duct S unit boasts cutting-edge technologies to 

• These robust compressors 

reluctance.

•  

Silent performance
The Samsung Duct S includes aerodynamic blades that increase air 

distraction.

Easy air tuning
Smart Tuning provides the delicate control needed for optimum 

power to suit their activity level, while also ensuring minimum noise 
and energy savings. 

Automatic air volume
Duct S features ingenious technology that senses the current air 

ensure optimum comfort, whatever the duct length.

Powerful cooling
With the integration of the all new sirocco fan, the Duct S ensures 

conventional models.

Users can clean indoor air with the optional Virus Doctor for a 

generates active hydrogen and oxygen ions to eliminate airborne 
contaminants, completely eradicate airborne bacteria and allergens, 

Duct S 
Smart management

Minimize maintenance with innovative management 
and anywhere control
Samsung Duct S offers smart management features and settings 
that enable users to spend less time maintaining the unit and more 
time on what matters most to them. Users can enjoy stress-free 
comfort and control all year and all day long.

easily while conserving energy. Up to eight zones can be connected 
and controlled by a single indoor unit. This function enables users 
to create the perfect ambiance in different rooms and reduce power 
consumption by turning the dampers on and off. All this control 
is wielded easily from a stylish, wide touchscreen that supports 
intuitive and simple operation.

All-season comfort
Away Mode enables users to maintain comfort and energy savings 

summer season and warm during winter. 

Anytime temperature control
The Duct S enables users to have separate settings for daytime and 
nighttime, so they can live and sleep in perfect comfort.

anytime using a smart device, and turn it off easily to conserve 
energy, even while away from home.
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Duct S

The Samsung Duct S is designed especially for simple installation, 

streamlines maintenance for even multiple units. 

Slim design and light weight

and maintain in any building. Its compact, slender design reduces its 
volume and weight compared to conventional air conditioners. Duct 

setup.

Wide range of ESP
Users can choose from a complete range of Duct S products to 
deliver the right capacity, right ESP and right sized product. 

Three-way access

maintenance.

Plug-and-connect drainage

hassle out of draining the unit. Simply plug it in and connect it, and 
with the single drain pump, maintaining all the building’s Duct S 

water stagnation in the drain pan.

From the Top From the Side

Slim Duct 

Temper any environment with industry-best 

The new Samsung Slim Duct visually blends into the ceiling 

install and maintain in any interior regardless of the surrounding 
environment with its compact size and weight—the lightest in the 
industry.

Various installation options
Slim Duct S adopts an ultra-compact, slim size with its thin width, 

environments. 

World’s lightest weight

units, Slim Duct S offers the best in convenient installation and 
maintenance.

The air inlet can be set up either on the bottom or rear of the unit, 

Simple drain pump installation
The new drain pump in the Slim Duct unit can be installed from the 
side by simply removing the right side panel. Users no longer need 

pump for maximum convenience.

access its parts to maintain the unit. 

900mm

700mm 200mm
Narrower

Rear Side Air Inlet
D

iffuser

Suction Duct

TEX
TEX

Suction Duct

D
iffuser
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MSP Duct

powerful cooling and heating

powerful yet silent operation with external static pressure control. 
Its exceptional static pressure enables a broad coverage area and 

MSP Duct offers greater static pressure than most slim ducts. This 
higher pressure level enables users to design more inlets and 

areas.

Quiet performance

Easy upkeep and installation

maintain the unit with ease. And its compact size and narrow width 

user convenience.

Slim DuctMSP Duct

0~25mmAq0~25mmAq 0~6mmAq0~6mmAq

HSP Duct

Slim DuctHSP Duct

0~25mmAq0~25mmAq 0~6mmAq0~6mmAq

Control the atmosphere effortlessly with robust, 
adaptable performance

coverage area with outstanding cooling and heating performance. 

Silent operation

Split fan and coil

fan, for easier installation and management. When users experience 

together as one unit.

Truss chamfer (optional)
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Outdoor Air Processing Duct

Conserve energy and costs with practical, high-
powered operation

air treatment unit with integrated ventilation, combining fresh air 
processing and air conditioning via a single system.

be connected to the same refrigerant line, resulting in enhanced 

consumption.

conventional products for more economical and practical operation.

Quiet operation

higher than that of a library. Such distraction-free operation ensures 
optimum comfort and calm for any environment.

Full-range temperature processing

interior environment by cold or heat processing a wide spectrum of 

enables users to conveniently install and manage it in a variety of 
areas with a host of installation options.

If the installation area of the duct exceeds the standard, then the 
static pressure control system maintains the optimized air volume 
by adjusting the fan speed.

Height
390mm

TEX

Wall Mount Type
 

for all-day freshness 
Samsung Wall Mount Type air conditioners have been designed 

innovative designs, these wall-mounted air conditioners optimize 
comfort with cool, clean, healthy freshness for everyday living.

cooling. The longer twin blade ensures that air reaches every corner 
of the room with greater control. 

Virus Doctor eliminates the harmful substances and viruses 
breeding in the atmosphere of living spaces, thus providing the 

controlling the active oxygen that contributes to disease, cancer and 
accelerated aging. 

Good's sleep
Samsung’s Wall Mount Type units feature Good’sleep mode for a 
comfortable bedroom climate perfectly tempered for a restful night. 
With automatic temperature and moisture adjustment, all three 
vital stages of sleep are protected from humidity and heat so users 

Fresh air

Fresh airFresh airFresh air

Supply air

Indoor unitIndoor unit
Exhaust air

EA
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Cool every corner of the room with a unique, 

performance to circulate cool, clean air throughout every inch of the 

air can be drawn in. The improved width and angle of the outlet, 
extra v-blades and bigger fan also ensure that air is cooled and 
expelled faster and farther. The result is refreshingly cool air that 
reaches every corner of the room—with no blind spots. Their Smart 

Easy-access maintenance

contaminants and allergens for healthier breathing.

Console Type

Create an exquisite interior complemented by 
elegant design and quiet performance

maintaining an optimal indoor temperature. Samsung’s console air 

separate air outlets for cooling and heating. The warmer air comes 
out from the bottom part of the air outlet to spread the warm air 
evenly throughout the room. Users stay cooler or warmer in every 
corner of the room.

Quiet comfort

into any décor.

Stay-clean panel

accumulating, so the unit and the room stay cleaner. 

Sophisticated control
The touchscreen display delivers convenient control, and is an 
elegant example of functional art.
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Ceiling Type
Slim yet functional design

space. Users can enjoy crisp, powerful air throughout their entire 

design—half the size of conventional products—with cooling power 
comparable to larger units.

Choice of installation options
Depending on the available space and the purpose of the air 
conditioner, the indoor unit can be installed behind the ceiling the 

Floor StandingUnder Ceiling

WeightSize

118%

C
om

pany A

200%

C
om

pany B

100%

S
A

M
S

U
N

G

123%

C
om

pany A

136%

C
om

pany B

100%

S
A

M
S

U
N

G

Smaller Lighter

7.1kW Model

Ceiling Type (large capacity)
Powerful cooling with a long distance wind

Combine simple neat and innovated technologies to 
experience superior performance and easy operation 
Samsung has been rewriting product descriptions beyond the 

one side. Do not get stressed with air conditioning. Just leave it to 

Simple display
The simple display design with its rounded corners adds a neat and 
tidy feeling to your interior.

Single side installation

to maintain ceiling indoor units should be considered seriously. 

noises and possibilities of abrupt changes of modes. With increased 

customers can experience incomparable cooling power.

Samsung ceiling type can refreshingly cool air that reaches every 
corner of the room with no blind spots. 

    Time Limit + Operating Pattern
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Concealed Floor Standing

Accommodate individual space requirements with 
adaptable, silent performance

versatility in solving varied cooling and heating needs. This unit 
effectively adjusts its performance to meet the needs of the space, 
such as high ceilings and lots of windows, while maintaining the 
desired temperature.

High performance for versatile installations

high ceilings and windows while delivering consistent cooling and 

the air from getting through the gap in the window and maintains 
the desired indoor temperature. 

Silent operation

comfortable and carefree than ever before.

Noise Level Comparison

Keyboard Typing

Library

DVM S Hydro unit 
All in one system

Streamline operation and installation with all-in-one 
cooling and heating 

save time and money on installation because a single outdoor unit is 
all users need to heat air and water.

water heating are possible with just a single system. This eliminates 
the need to install a separate boiler and air conditioner, ultimately 
saving users space, energy and money with an all-in-one solution.

Less
Noise
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P Series (Maldives) 

Quickly cool the room while maximizing energy 
savings

set temperature. Users can also save on energy consumption and 
expenses with automatic temperature control. 

reach the desired temperature setting faster than non-inverter 

Smart Saver mode eliminates the hassle of turning off the air 

Refreshing sleep
Good’sleep mode creates a comfortable bedroom climate that 
ensures a good night’s rest. With automatic temperature and 
moisture adjustment, all three vital stages of sleep are protected 

ERV / ERV Plus

refreshing atmosphere

more people become ill from airborne contaminants. Indoor 
air contamination is often the cause behind building-related 
syndromes, such as asthma, headaches and dizziness. 

conditioner provides fresh, healthy air from outside while 

The Samsung ERV and ERV Plus air conditioner systems deliver 

• 

• 
and humidity control for a more pleasant environment.

•  Ease installation and drive higher, more 

Heat Recovering Method of ERV System

Direct
Expansion
Coil

Humidi er
element

O2

O2

O2

CO

CO

CO

Heat Recovered & Fresh Air Polluted & Cold Air

Dust

Dust

Polluted & Humid Air Cold & Dry Air

Polluted & Cold Air

Polluted & Humid Air Cold & Dry Air

OutdoorIndoor

O2

O2

O2

CO

CO

CO

Heat Recovered & Fresh Air

Moisture Heat O2O2 COCO
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ERV / ERV Plus
Superior energy savings

Drive energy savings with unparalleled heat 
exchange and automated temperature control
Samsung ERV and ERV Plus deliver exceptional cooling and heating 

 The remaining surface of the heat exchange area transfers heat 
energy while preventing the discharged contaminants from re-
entering.

maintains the indoor temperature and humidity during the 
winter, and prevents outdoor heat and moisture from entering 
indoors during the summer.

Auto Mode
ERV and ERV Plus automatically change operation mode, depending 
on the temperature difference between the indoor and outdoor 
environment, to conserve energy.

Energy Saving Mode
Samsung ERV systems, coupled with an air conditioner, provide 
world-class energy-saving solutions to intelligently reduce air 
conditioner operation hours. Decreased air conditioner operation 
lessens the cooling and heating load while maintaining optimal 
performance.

Detects indoor and outdoor temperature
to switch to auto mode or execute cold
climate control function.

Temperature Sensor

The fan is used to intake outdoor
air or exhaust indoor air.

Supply/Exhaust Fan

Prevents heat exchanger element 
contamination or blockage caused 
by accumulated dust.

Dust Filter

Exchange temperature and humidity
between the supply and exhaust air.

Heat Exchanger Element

The mode can be switched between heat
recovery ventilation and normal ventilation.
(Availability varies on the type of model.)

Damper

Heating and cooling mode selection
is available after turning on the 
ventilation due to the new DX Coil 
that can heat and cool.

Direct Expansion (DX) Coil

Electrical parts for product control

Control Box

is applied to produce more refreshing 
indoor air.

Humidi er element (Optional)

Extreme Climates (Winter & Summer) Mild Climates (Spring & Fall)

Exhaust Air

Outdoor Air Supply Air

Return Air

Damper

Exhaust Air

Outdoor Air Supply Air

Return Air

Damper

ERV / ERV Plus
Enhanced performance

Smart CO2 detection
 with the 

adjusts its humidity level.

Peaceful performance
Samsung ERV units feature Quiet Mode for more discreet operation 
compared to ordinary ventilators.

Enhance the indoor environment with ultimate 
freshness and distraction-free operation
With Samsung ERV and ERV Plus systems, users can enjoy high-
performance comfort throughout their environment with crisp air 

Fresh air without temperature loss

temperature loss.

Users can maintain a perfect indoor humidity level with an optional 

Plus, the ERV self-cleaning function, which sprays water from the 
top of the device when the system starts, prevents offensive odors 
caused by dust and other particle accumulation.
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ERV / ERV Plus
Optimized design

enables users to deliver fresher air wherever needed with more 
installation options.

The ERV system can be installed vertically or horizontally. This 

more than one unit. Users can reduce the number of service holes 
by installing ERV with the control box facing a single service hole 

than conventional rectangular and hexagonal type heat exchangers.

Samsung’s advanced technology promotes a slim, compact product. 

to traditional units with rectangular-type heat exchangers, Samsung 

shaped design.

Return
Air

Supply
Air

Supply
Air

Return
Air

Exhaust
Air

Outdoor
Air

Outdoor
Air

Exhaust
Air

Space for
service

Reversed
installation

Rectangular Type

Hexagonal Type

Diamond Type

260 CMH

340m
m

RHF025E*

350m
m

600mm

RHF035E* / RHF050E*

270m
m

RHF080 / RHF100E*

Legal and additional information

are subject to change without notice. Nonmetric weights and measurements are 
approximate. All data were deemed correct at time of creation. Samsung is not liable 
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About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

worlds of TVs, smartphones, wearable devices, tablets, cameras, 

and semiconductors. We are also leading in the Internet of Things 
space through, among others, our Digital Health and Smart Home 

For more information
For more information about Samsung, visit  
www.samsung.com/business.


